GLASS & GLAZING BARS

Customisation and styling with our choice of glazing bar options and glass types to suit your project.
OUR GLASS

A window has a multitude of functions. It must let in light, provide a view, allow ventilation, insulate thermally and acoustically, protect against the weather, break-ins and fire. Whatever your requirements, we will have a glass to suit.

Westcoast Windows products are factory double or triple glazed with 28mm, 36mm or 48mm dual sealed units incorporating ‘warm edge’ composite super spacers and argon gas filling as standard.

All commercially available high performance glass types can be supplied to meet particular requirements for thermal insulation, acoustic attenuation, solar control, safety, security and fire protection.
DECORATIVE GLASS

Atlantic  Chinchilla  Crepi  Delta Matt

Delta  Float Matt  Flutes  Kathedral Max

Kura  Master-Carre  Niagara  Screen

Silvit  Waterdrop

OBSCURE GLASS
A frosted or decorative glass can provide privacy and make a design statement. These are few examples of styles available.

For further information please contact Westcoast Windows.
GLAZING BARS

TRUE COMPOSITE GLAZING BAR
Dividing multiple panes within a single sash. Finished timber internally and aluminium externally jointed into sash members.

BONDED GLAZING BAR TO SEALED UNITS
Finished timber internally and aluminium externally with sealed unit spacer bar.

INTEGRAL GLAZING BAR
Simple and cost effective solution. Available in a range of colours to match the frame and sash.

CLIP-ON GLAZING BAR
External aluminium bar offset from glass unit. Cost effective solution with no effect on overall U-value. Can be unclipped for glass cleaning.

BONDED GLAZING BARS
Traditional glazing bars are adhered to the glass. Aluminium outside and timber inside to match the window construction. Classic and Antik ranges only. 34mm wide.

INTEGRAL GLAZING BARS
Installed between the panes of glass within the sealed unit. All ranges. An added advantage is that they don’t hinder window cleaning. 18mm, 26mm or 45mm wide.

CLIP-ON GLAZING BARS
Clipped on to the glazing bead, these can easily be removed for window cleaning. Classic and Antik ranges only. 34mm wide.